NOTES:
1. THE BENCHMARKS SHOWN ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES ARE FROM NGS DATED 2013.
2. COUNTY SURVEYOR HAS EXISTING N.G.S. DATA SHEETS THAT COINCIDE WITH THE FOLLOWING DRAWINGS.
3. PICTURES OF THE FIELD LOCATED N.G.S. BENCHMARKS ARE LOCATED IN THE FOLLOWING COUNTY NETWORK FOLDER:
   \BCCF5FILER02; ROADMAINTENANCE; SURVEYORS FOLDERS; SURVEY; DRAWINGS; 2013; 13000 (SECTION CORNERS & BM LOCATION) NGS BENCHMARKS & PICTURES
4. COLOR LEGEND:
   GREEN = FOUND
   PINK = ASSUMED DESTROYED
   YELLOW DOT = BM NOT YET INVESTIGATED.
5. = MATCH LINE
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